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23 artists' desire and desire
Jung2018-06-12
Young Hee reporter
(Tue)
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▶ MDI group exhibition MD date 7th next month

Members of the union who attended the opening ceremony of the group exhibition on the
8th. The second leftmost line is Chairman Lee, Yang-hee.

The Washington, DC, American artist association (chairman Lee, Yang-hee) group exhibition was opened on Wednesday at Wavelley Gallery in
Bethesda, Maryland.
The exhibition, which will continue for a month until the 7th of next month, is made up of recent works by 23 members under the theme of
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'Resilience'.
The exhibition will be held at the exhibition, Park Eun - hee, In - Sook Shin, In - Soon Cha, Jin - ho Cha, Oh Jeong - suk, Ji - Hee Kang, Jin - Chul
Kim, Oh Jin Soon, Baek Jung - hwa, Kyung Sook Oh, Min - Sun Oh, Jeong Hye - young. Park, Sukyung, Lee, Sun - Jin, Shin - Mee, Shin - Sook, Kim,
Wan - Jin. Lee, Yang Hee. Baek Young Hee and Lim Yun Seon.
Exhibits include works of various genres such as small Western paintings, oriental paintings, sculptures, mixed media, installation arts.
At the opening reception of the exhibition on the 8th, Lee Yang-hee said, "I wish to see the events of the peace on the Korean Peninsula and the
events such as war, natural disaster, political conflict and Florida firearms. "I have put it in my own interpretation and artwork," he said. "The maturity
of middle-aged artists and the experimental works of new artists are harmonizing."
At the opening reception, more than 20 people attended including Professor Kim Jin-cheol (Salisbury University), Honorary Director of the
Minshuto, former director Shin In-Soon and consultant Park Eun-hee.
A special lecture program by Professor Lee, Jeong-sil (MICA), 'Modern and Contemporary Korean Art' will be held at 3 pm on the 24th.
Contact hmaagw@gmail.com
Exhibition Hall Address
Waverly Gallery
7400 Waverly Street Gallery,
Bethesda, MD. 20814
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